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Demolition Derby         Off Road

PowerwheelsPowerwheelsPowerwheels
GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines

***This is a kids event.  Powerwheels are not individually inspected.  For all events, parents are
expected to remember safety of all participants when changing any powerwheels.  

***If a powerwheels is deemed unsafe to others, they will not be able to participate in event and
will not be able to bring back unless modifications have been corrected.

***Don’t cheat the kids for your sake of winning- have fun with it and let the kids have fun!!
***All participants will receive a participation award.  In some events, there are winning prizes

and trophies beyond participation.

Guidelines
Ages 3-9 (repspectively)
All participants must wear a helmet (bike
helmets allowed)
No Reinforcing or major changes to body
Appearance only changes - strictly for
decoration ie bumpers/headers/paint - NO
METAL OR WOOD - PVC plastic or flexible
material only
No Pointy Bumpers - they will be asked to
be removed if deemed unsafe
Stock tires - No Screws or Pins - Duct Tape
Allowed
Max 24 Volt Battery - Can move battery to a
safe location if needed, but not in passenger
seat next to driver
All doors and tailgate are recommended to
be duct taped or zip tied shut
NO SHARP EDGES
We do not recommend 4 wheeler style,
tractors or motorcycles for use as they are
too open and could get hurt. Legs should be
in a compartment
Seatbelts recommended
Passengers Allowed

Event Types -
Demolition Derby - Kids will be in thier
powerwheels hitting other kids “demolition
derby” style

Be mindful of kids that are scared
Remember roll overs could happen
Damage to powerwheels could happen
Participation award for all

Drag Race - Kids are lined up in powerwheels
and will race down a straight line 

Good for most ages 4-9
One winner per drag race 
Fastest to cross line wins

Figure 8 - Kids are grouped and will race a
figure 8 style track

Good for most ages 5-9
Children need to listen and take
instruction before event to understand
course
Fasted around course of 8 laps wins

Balloon Pop -  each powerwheels will have 3
balloons taped on by an official - all to have
as equal height as can be - demolition derby
style and the last powerwheels to have
balloons left wins

Same info as demo derby style but with
balloons


